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ADVERTORIAL

Training is a
fundamental attribute to

everyone who is serious about achieving
their goal. The adidas Speed Training Range has
been developed to help the user get the best
performance from their training and reach their goal faster. 

Designed to increase speed, agility and explosive power, whatever
the desired outcome, the adidas Speed Training Range adds a new
dimension for the serious athlete to take vital seconds off  their
best to win.

Serious athletes know that the only way to improve
their performance is to keep pushing their limits and
build the speed, power and agility that are essential to
keep improving – and winning. 

AGILITY DISCS
For use by athletes and coaches alike to mark drills on any playing surface. The low-
profile makes these discs easy to spot, but keeps them out of  the way during use.

ADJUSTABLE HURDLE
An excellent tool for increasing foot speed and knee lift or for raising the intensity level
of  agility drill. Incorporate into any sports performance or rehabilitation exercises.

REACTION BALL
The adidas Reaction Ball bounces unpredictably, challenging first step explosive
abilities, developing your reaction skills and encouraging acceleration.

WEIGHT VEST
The adidas Weight Vest is designed to help you take your training up to 
a whole new level and help you gain extra resistance during all-round training.

RESISTANCE PARACHUTE
Parachutes create the drag necessary to force athletes to push
themselves harder to achieve speed. Gain speed, power and explosive
reactions by adding resistance training to your cardio workout.

AGILITY GRID SYSTEM
The Agility Grid System provides the benefits of  agility rings 
and dots, dot drill mats, ladders and plyometrics in a versatile,
expandable tool for developing agility, coordination, balance and
foot speed.

To see more of  the adidas Speed Training Range  
visit www.adidashardware.com and contact
info@rfeinternational.com or 01908 793020 
to stock this winning range.
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mortar to online retailing, we could argue that less foot traffic on the
high street is to be expected. Furthermore, if  consumers were, on
average, spending more money online than on the high street, we
could argue that foot traffic might not be an accurate indicator of  the
economic strength of  a particular retail period. 

So what were the results? The British Retail Consortium reported
a 5.1 per cent increase in footfall for December 2011 when compared
to December 2010. Looking at the NPD data to see how this
translated into sales, we can see that bricks and mortar retail
operations represented about 80 per cent of  the market, or almost
£945 million, for the final quarter of  2011, but had a growth rate of
only one per cent versus 2010. The online retail market for sports
apparel and footwear topped £190 million, or more than 16 per cent
of  the total market. When we compare this number with the same
period in 2010, the online market has grown by 3.5 per cent.

DRIVERS
What is driving the growth in online retail? Buying products online

The run-up to Christmas 2011 was one of  the most talked
about retail periods in recent memory, given the immense
economic pressures our country, our retailers and our
consumers were facing. 

Inflation was at five per cent, the eurozone was in chaos,
unemployment was at a record high and several high street mainstays
were staring at bankruptcy. We wanted to understand consumer
purchasing habits over this period, with a particular focus on whether
or not there was a continued shift to online purchasing despite the
widespread high street discounting that was witnessed. 

TRACK
With the NPD Online Consumer Panel, we are able to accurately
track the purchase behaviour of  consumers over time and see up-to-
date information on what is currently happening in the market. 

High street foot traffic was one of  several metrics that economists
analysed in order to get an early feel for Q4 results before the end of
the trading period. However, if  consumers are shifting from bricks and

08 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

The NPD Group reveals some interesting
facts about consumer purchasing
behaviour during Christmas 2011
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RETAIL

could be perceived as less expensive, so perhaps consumers are
shifting to the internet for a cost saving benefit during difficult
financial times. However, if  we examine the average selling price
for Q4, we can see that, perhaps surprisingly, the online
purchase price is almost £4 greater than the in-store one. 

Perhaps consumers were flocking to the internet for
increased discounted products? Even here, the average selling
price of  a discounted online item was more than £2 higher in
price than in-store. 

Interestingly, when we examine the reasons consumers gave
for purchasing at a specific retailer, of  those who purchased
online the most important factor was price. When we look at
those who purchased in-store, the most important factor was
location. So even though the internet consumer is more
motivated by price, he is still paying a higher average price than
the bricks and mortar consumer. 

What we can see here is that the consumer will typically do
more research on a higher priced item in order to ensure that

he receives the best price possible. With the development of
product comparison websites, it has become very simple to discover
which retailer is offering the lowest price. We also know that
spending on discounted products is increasing, meaning that
consumers are purchasing higher priced items online and in return
receiving a bigger discount. Consumers are happy to purchase lower
priced, more ‘every day’ items in-store, combining the purchase trip
with other errands or grocery shopping. 

SOPHISTICATED
As we are all undoubtedly aware, the large multiple door retailers
have sophisticated online operations as well as a strong high street
presence. The challenge for the independent retailer is to ensure that
the consumer is not offered further encouragement to shop from a
multiple by not developing their own online shopping experience. 

Looking to the future, we can expect to see online sales
continue to grow and take share from bricks and mortar locations,
especially given the prevalence of  price checking websites, barcode
scanning mobile phone apps that give instant price feedback and
increasing online competitiveness. 

The NPD Group monitors the sales of  sports footwear
and apparel in many countries around the world. For
more information contact The NPD Group sports team 
on 01932 355580.

“
”

WE CAN EXPECT TOSEE ONLINE SALESCONTINUE TO GROWAND TAKE SHAREFROM BRICKS ANDMORTAR LOCATIONS
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Stuart Margetts of Meadowhall with
Debs Smith and Stuart Hale of Accelerate

INTERSPORT
exclusive running campaign
This month ASICS and INTERSPORT are set to launch a completely
new exclusive running campaign as part of  their continued successful
collaboration. This time they have worked closely together to develop a
campaign for the launch of  a new shoe, the GEL-VOLT 33, which will be
available exclusively at INTERSPORT.

With the new 33 family, ASICS is entering the natural running
category with a serious and innovative offer for those who are looking for
a natural running experience without compromising minimum support
and cushioning. 

The S/S 2012 campaign ‘energize every step’ offers the GEL-VOLT
33 exclusively at INTERSPORT and at the same time will benefit from
ASICS’ extensive campaign for the launch of  the new 33 family, which
began in November 2011.

The exclusive INTERSPORT campaign will feature in the running
press, on outdoor poster sites and online, with a full POS package to
support the concept in store. The campaign visuals highlight the GEL-
VOLT 33 and are coordinated in style and feel with the Running Expert
Club and Brand Campaign creatives from ASICS.   

The ASICS 33 collection is a new concept in athletic footwear
offering protection, flexibility, comfort and support in a lightweight, less
structured package. The 33 collection is a new interpretation of  the
ASICS impact guidance system (IGS), the natural foot movement
philosophy that ASICS pioneered over 10 years ago. 

Many runners are now experimenting with the natural running
experience and the 33 series embraces this with a unique approach of
weight reduction and flexibility. Continuing a commitment made many
years ago by ASICS to ‘enhance motion’, the runner’s natural motion and
road feel is boosted by key technologies such as propulsion trusstic and
ASICS guidance line.

10 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

…Canterbury has secured a long-term
deal to become the official kit partner
to the Rugby Football Union. The
four-year agreement will see the brand

supply kit to the England senior, Saxons, sevens, women’s and
age grade representative teams from September 2012. It
represents the largest kit partnership in the RFU’s
history…Spalding has become the official teamwear partner of
national governing body basketballscotland…Glamorgan
Cricket has signed a four-year kit deal with Gray-Nicolls. The
tie-up will see the Sussex-based firm supply playing kit,
training gear, replica kit and leisure wear including essential
items such as polos, caps, sun hats, fleeces and rain
jackets…ASICS has signed a deal with Eurosport to become an
on-air presenting sponsor for the London 2012 Olympic and
Paralympic Games. The new ASICS TV spots will be broadcast
on Eurosport around London 2012, as well as major marathons
throughout the year. The campaign will be supported by
sponsorship elements and reinforced by online and mobile
advertising…Dulux Decorator Centres has become an official
partner of  the Professional Darts Corporation. The exclusive
partnership will entitle Dulux Decorator Centres to be the only
painting and decorating supplier to have full company branding
present throughout the full PDC calendar of  events…Lonsdale
has extended its support of  MMA by agreeing to sponsor the
Made 4 The Cage fight series with a three-event deal…Macron
will be Aston Villa’s official kit supplier from the 2012/13
season. The deal runs until May 2016…PUMA has confirmed a
new long-term partnership with the Italian Football
Federation (FIGC), which sees the brand managing the entire
licensing portfolio of  FIGC assets on a global basis…Arena has

Sponsorship
News

ISPO MUNICH ATTRACTS
NEARLY 80,000 PEOPLE

Close to 80,000 people made the trip to Munich to visit ISPO this year. And
while attendance was down on 2011, exhibitor levels were up - 2,344 exhibitors
from 51 countries were in the capital of  Bavaria during January-February,
compared to 2,267 last year.

“The strongest increase for the trade show originated in particular from
the Russian Federation, the USA, Turkey, Canada and China,” says Klaus
Dittrich, chairman and CEO of  Messe München International, the organiser of
ISPO MUNICH. “This clearly shows how important ISPO MUNICH is for
emerging markets.” 

Tom Foley, general manager of  INTERSPORT UK and Ireland, added:
“ISPO has been and remains the global key event for brands and retailers to
meet. It is the trend barometer with which the entire sports business
community measures advances, ideas and innovations.” 
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“I bet he was impressed with the football I served up today,”
Harry Redknapp after Tottenham had drawn 0-0 with

Stevenage in front of  FA chairman David Bernstein
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YOUNGSTERS MEET
THE MAN WITH THE
GOLDEN GUN
A group of  young people from London have had a taste of  life as a top
sports official after taking part in a masterclass with the man who will fire the
starting gun at the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

61-year-old Alan Bell, who works for the Youth Sport Trust, is to be the
official start coordinator for the athletics at the Olympics and Paralympics
this summer.  

Alan led a masterclass with a group of  young people from Bishop
Challoner Sports College at the Lee Valley Leisure Complex, sharing his tips
and techniques on what it takes to be a chief  starter at major sporting events.
He was joined by Olympic gold medallist Jason Gardener who, in his role as
a Youth Sport Trust Ambassador, explained to the young people the key to
mastering the perfect sprint.

Alan Bell has worked for the Youth Sport Trust for more than a decade
across a range of  projects, including ones to drive up the number of  young
officials in sport. The Youth Sport Trust is currently working in partnership
with many national governing bodies of  sports, including badminton,
basketball, football, hockey, netball, rugby union, table tennis, volleyball and
wheelchair basketball, to encourage more young people to become officials.
Through developing increased training opportunities, the Trust is aiming to
get 5,000 more young people involved in officiating in sport this year.

In his career as an athletics official, which began in 1976, Alan has
started more than 25,000 races - everything from local school competitions
through to the World Athletics Championships in Daegu last year. In May this
year he will be chief  starter at the Sainsbury’s School Games - a major
multisport event for young people - before going on to officiate at the
Olympic and Paralympic Games. 

Alan is looking forward to the year ahead and the role that officials will
be playing: “Every great sportsperson relies heavily on an army of  officials
and volunteers to make sporting events happen - which is why it is important
that we raise their profile and encourage more young people to get involved. 

“It is fantastic to be able to pass on some of  my experiences of  being an
athletics official to these young people, who may go on to play key roles as
sports officials in the future. It is an extremely exciting year ahead for me and
I am proud to be playing such a pivotal role in some of  the greatest sporting
events in this country.” 

Jason Gardener, who won gold in the 4x100
metre relay at the Athens Olympics, says:

“My sprinting career was built on
being extremely fast out of  the
blocks and I am delighted to share

my experiences.
To learn all about
what the chief
starter of  a race
actually does will
give these young
people a real
insight that will
help them
become better
athletes in the
future.”

announced its continued support of  the UK’s National
Swimming League by extending its sponsorship of  the
competition for a further three years. With over 400 participant
clubs and 16,000 swimmers, The National Swimming League pits
clubs from all over England and Wales in regional and national
competitions…Grays has agreed a deal to become the official
equipment and clothing supplier to the FIH, the international
governing body for hockey…INTERSPORT will be the official
shirt sponsor of  Olympique de Marseille from the 2012/13
football season. The two-season deal includes an integrated
marketing package…Rhino has been appointed as an official
supplier to The British & Irish Lions 2013 Australia Tour. As it
did for the Lions 2009 Tour to South Africa, the company is to
supply not only the training equipment the squad will use at
each training venue in the UK and Ireland, Hong Kong and
Australia, but also the official training ball and commemorative
ball collection for the Tour…OPRO Mouthguards will be
supplying the Standard Life GB men and women’s senior and
under-20 basketball teams with its products this year…Unicorn
Products has extended its deal as the official darts equipment
provider to the Professional Darts Corporation for a further
five years. Unicorn’s Eclipse Pro dartboard will continue to be
used in all competitive PDC matches, including televised
tournaments, as well as events on the PDC Pro Tour and PDC
Unicorn Youth Tour. The company will also continue to support
the future stars of  darts as the sponsor of  the PDC Unicorn
Youth Tour and PDC Unicorn World Youth Championship until
2017… Wilson and the International Tennis Federation have
extended their sponsorship agreement in a deal that will see the
brand remain an international partner of  the Davis Cup and Fed
Cup until 2017…

NEW BALANCE LAUNCHES
‘THE BRITISH MILER’

New Balance has unveiled a multi-platform marketing campaign that captures
the history and excitement of  the mile event in Britain.

Set against the backdrop of  Britain’s proud history in the mile and 1500m
events that dates back to the pace setting achievements of  Sir Roger Bannister
in 1954, The British Miler follows 2008 Olympic finalist Andy Baddeley and six
of  Britain’s best - Tom Lancashire, Lee Emanuel, Colin McCourt, Nick
McCormick, James Brewer and Ricky Stevenson - as they compete for one of
three places on the British 2012 team.

As well as featuring in an online and social media campaign, including
exclusive interviews with athletes and running experts and athlete blogs at
www.thebritishmiler.com, the athletes are also set to be the focus of  a weekly
12-part documentary, also titled The British Miler, produced by sports filmmaker
KIMbia Athletics. 

Set to air on Sky Sports from April, the serialisation will examine the
personal journeys of  the athletes and the effect of  the physical and mental
pressure on their lives and relationships with one another.

“2012 represents a significant year for New Balance in the UK,” says Tom
Carleo, general manager, running and outdoor, at

New Balance. “As the only athletic footwear
brand to manufacture in the UK, New Balance

will mark its 30th anniversary of  British
production in the year of  the Games.”

To commemorate The British Miler,
New Balance is set to launch in-store

marketing at select New Balance
retailers, together with a limited edition The

British Miler running shoe. In addition, several
of  the athletes will feature in a UK TV advertising
campaign that launches this month.
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NEW US DISTRIBUTOR
FOR UNICORN DARTS
Unicorn has appointed Escalade Sports of  Evansville, Indiana as US
distributor of  its dartboards and dart accessory line.

Escalade owns brands such as Stiga, Goalrilla basketball systems
and Accudart.

Of  the agreement, Edward Lowy, managing director of  Unicorn
Products, said: “Unicorn has been delivering innovative, quality darts
equipment to the US market for over 60 years. We are delighted to
team up with Escalade to continue to provide seamless and peerless
customer service to the US market.”

Dave Fetherman, vice president, sales and marketing for
Escalade, added: “We are looking forward to growing our darting
category with the Unicorn line. We know how important quality and
service are and we look forward to delivering both to our customers.”

ADIDAS’ SALES
HIT RECORD HIGH
adidas’ sales rose 13 per cent to a record €13.3 billion in 2011, prompting
CEO Herbert Hainer to describe the results as a “perfect start to our Route
2015 journey” - the company's strategic business plan unveiled in 2010.

Group sales were up in all regions, while net income increased 18 per cent
to €671 million.

Says Hainer: “At the start to any strategic plan it is important to gain
momentum quickly and set a precedent by hitting targets. In this respect, we
couldn’t have asked for a better start. 

“We enjoyed the group’s fastest organic growth rate since 2006, made
progress on improving profitability and ended the year with our balance sheet
in top shape, with average operating working capital as a percentage of  sales
remaining at an all-time low of  20.8 per cent and a net cash position of  €90
million.”

Management forecasts group sales to increase at a mid to high single digit
rate this year, and despite the high degree of  uncertainty regarding the global
economic outlook and consumer spending, adidas expects its positioning as
the official sponsor of  EURO 2012 and official sportswear partner of  the

London 2012 Olympic Games and Team
GB to pay dividends.

“We begin 2012 fully energised and fully
prepared for another bright year for our group,”
says Hainer. “There is always a great buzz and
excitement around major sports events and
they don’t come bigger than the London 2012
Olympic Games and EURO 2012. 

“When the sporting elite take centre
stage, the pinnacle of  adidas’ innovation
accompanies them. This year will be no
different and through the power of  our
product pipeline, marketing strength and

point of  sale execution, we are all set to
achieve new records and sustained

momentum.”
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“I used to go to church religiously.”
Denise Lewis, Olympic gold medal winning heptathlete
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NIKE EXPLORES
WATERLESS DYEING WITH
NEW PARTNERSHIP

Nike has agreed a deal with DyeCoo Textile Systems to explore the use of the
company’s waterless textile dyeing machines in the production of the brand’s apparel.

By using recycled carbon dioxide, DyeCoo’s technology eliminates the use of
water in the textile dyeing process. 

“Waterless dyeing is a significant step in our journey to serve both the athlete and
the planet, and this partnership reinforces Nike’s long-term strategy and commitment
to innovation and sustainability,” says Eric Sprunk, Nike’s vice president of
merchandising and product. 

“We believe this technology has the potential to revolutionise textile
manufacturing and we want to collaborate with progressive dye houses, textile
manufacturers and consumer apparel brands to scale this technology and push it
throughout the industry.”

Nike says it’s been exploring waterless dyeing technology for the past eight years
and expects to showcase apparel using textiles dyed without water at events later in
2012, with an eye towards scaling the technology for larger production volumes.

“We’re very excited to be partnering with Nike to help drive this together and
believe the benefits and impacts of this technology are significant,” says Reinier
Mommaal, CEO of Netherlands-based DyeCoo. “There is no water consumption, a
reduction in energy use, no auxiliary chemicals required, no need for drying and the
process is twice as fast. 

“The technology can also improve the quality of the dyed fabric, allows for greater
control over the dyeing process, enables new dye capabilities and transforms fabric
dyeing so that it can take place just about anywhere. We hope more industry leaders
will join us in leveraging this innovative technology in the near future.”

On average, an estimated 100-150 litres of water is needed to process one kg of
textile materials. Industry analysts estimate that more than 39 million tons of polyester

will be dyed annually by 2015. 
Nike says it expects DyeCoo’s technology to have a particularly positive impact in

Asia, where much of the world’s textile dyeing occurs. As this technology is brought to
scale, large amounts of water used in conventional textile dyeing will no longer be needed,

nor will the commensurate use of fossil fuel generated energy be required to heat it. 
The removal of water from the textile dyeing process also eliminates the risk of effluent discharge, a

known environmental hazard. The CO2 used in DyeCoo’s dyeing process is also reclaimed and reused.

TWICKENHAM
RETAILER PRAISED BY 
MARKETING CHIEF
An independent sports retailer was praised as a ‘beacon to
customer service’ in a January issue of  Retail Week.

In the magazine’s ‘Good Shop Bad Shop’ column,
Gavin Wheeler, chief  executive of  marketing agency
WDMP, wrote of  Max Sports in Twickenham: ‘We’re a
sporty family so a monthly visit is required to replace
worn out trainers or outgrown rugby kit. The staff ’s
fantastic product knowledge means they know precisely
what size we need.

‘With footwear, their personal service ensures that
trainers match varying foot shapes and running styles. If
they don’t have the perfect item in stock, they order it in. I
may be able to buy the same goods 10 per cent cheaper
online, but it’s a false economy.’

And what was Wheeler’s ‘Bad Shop’ nomination? A
neighbouring branch of  Sports Direct, which he described as
‘the antithesis of  the great local shop’, adding: ‘In terms of  its
customer service, it scores nil for me. When I eventually
found an assistant I asked him to find my son’s size in a
rugby boot. He wandered off  - and never came back.’

… A social networking site exclusively for sports coaches
has been launched at www.sportscoachlinks.com. Aimed at all
levels of  sports coaching, the site is the brainchild of
Nottinghamshire-based Keith Binley, a volunteer squash and
swimming coach…former Reebok vice president of  global

brand marketing Richard Prenderville’s The Peloton Group is to be the exclusive
US distributor for fashion brand supremebeing…as New Balance celebrates 30
years of  manufacturing in Britain in 2012, the brand has launched a new website
celebrating the small town of  Flimby, Cumbria, home to its UK factory and the
talented craftsmen and women of  the company’s manufacturing team.
www.visitflimby.com takes the form of  a tourist destination guide and features
the story of  New Balance’s commitment to domestic manufacturing in the
UK…Halfords is to launch a national consumer communications campaign to
reinforce the retailer’s cycling credentials in the UK with a raft of  consumer-
facing initiatives and the input of  sporting legends including Lawrence Dallaglio
and Freddie Flintoff…Great Britain Hockey has launched the npower Big Dribble,
an initiative that will see a giant hockey ball travel the length of  the country,
stopping off  in 40 towns and cities along the way…tickets for London 2012 will
be printed in Arkansas, USA after an American firm was awarded the printing
contract. The 11 million tickets, weighing approximately 16 tons, will then be
transported 4,500 miles to Britain…to help people cope with travel disruption
during the Games, Home Run has been launched to encourage commuters to run
home along a safe, guided running network, with the scheme’s organiser taking
care of  any bags or luggage. Routes are currently London based, but plans are
already underway to expand to other cities throughout the country…

Sports
shorts
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OPTIMUM BOKKA RANGE
Optimum’s BOKKA tops, headguards and rugby boots
have proved to be one of  the company’s best-selling
product ranges ever.

The fabulously varied and excitingly coloured
Optimum logo has proved to be the choice for the player
who refuses to blend into the background and who instead
wears their BOKKA boots, tops and headguards with
passion, enthusiasm and pride.

BOKKA TRIBAL TOP 
Sizes: MINI/SB/LB /S/M/L/XL/XXL. 
RRP: Jnr £29.99. Snr £34.99.

BOKKA EXTREME HEADGUARD
Sizes: SB/LB/S/M/L.
RRP: Jnr £29.99. Snr £34.99.

BOKKA ECLIPSE RUGBY BOOT
Sizes: 1-13.
RRP: Jnr £24.99. Snr £34.99.

For More details call Optimum on 01942 497707
or see your local area representative.

PRODUCT ROUND-UP

KIT STOP
Essential stock for your shop

14 Follow us @SportsInsightUK
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All products are
available in national

sporting goods shops,
and for online visit
www.eninety.com.

SHOCK DOCTOR
It’s highly recommend that the right mouthguard is used in all contact and collision
sports in order to protect the teeth and oral facial area. Shock Doctor has grown
from being the undisputed leader in mouthguard technology, to being the leading
innovator in sports protection around the globe.

Best option: ULTRA STC
● Absorbs shock using air technology.
● Gel-Fit liner for tight, comfortable fit.
● Shock Transfer Core stabilises and shields teeth.
● Air Cushion Shock Pads for more comfortable jaw compression.
● More performance enhancement may increase strength and 

athletic performance.
● Convertible tether for use with or without strap.
● Compact size for easier breathing and speaking.

Better option: GEL MAX
● Comfort and protection in a variety of  colours.
● Gel-Fit liner for tight, comfortable fit.
● Integrated lip guard protects both upper and lower lips.
● Exoskeletal shock frame provides impact protection for 

the teeth, jaw and brain.
● Triple layer design for maximum protection, fit and comfort.
● Convertible for use with or without strap.

Speciality: BRACES
The Braces mouthguard.
● Insta-Fit adapts to changes in tooth position and protects from lacerations.
● 100 per cent medical grade silicone for ultimate comfort without boiling or fitting.
● Quick release helmet tether (strap model).

U
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r
a
S
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G
el Max

Braces
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BRABO BRINGS
FORMULA 1
TECHNOLOGY 
TO HOCKEY

For the coming season Brabo has taken a few
steps closer to the ‘hockey holy grail’ - sticks that
are lighter and stronger than ever before. 

The sticks are based on a technology taken
straight out of  the high tech labs supporting
Formula 1 cars. As with most developments, it is

these small steps and improvements that change the
game and give the top players the game
changing results they are looking for. Give a top
player that extra bit of  power and they can leave
the others in their wake. It won’t make the player

great, but it can make a great player even better.

For a copy of  the netball catalogue, which also includes a made to order
separates range, call 01282 418448 or see your local Surridge representative.

SURRIDGE SPORT
Heavily invested in the university marketplace,
Surridge Sport continues to move forward with the
launch of  its netball range to the trade.

Offering the Pro, Amateur and Junior Miss
range of  dresses, each boasting the fit and technical
performance demanded of  each netball sector,
Surridge can cater for all netballing needs.

For additional information call
Sci-Sport on 0116 2627280 or

email sci-sport@btconnect.com.

PRODUCT ROUND-UP
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For more information call 01539 568128,
email info@revolutionrunning.com 

or visit www.revolutionrunning.com.
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REVOLUTION RUNNING
The Revolution Running 2012 collection incorporates
a range of  technically advanced compression wear
that complements the company’s full running range.
All products are designed and manufactured in the UK.

www.sportindustry.biz

BROOKS PUREPROJECT
The Brooks PureProject range hit the market in the

middle of  last year, and the reaction has been
phenomenal.

All four of  the shoes in the range - PureFlow,
PureConnect, PureCadence and PureGrit -
incorporate a huge amount of  technology that

promotes natural motion and a unique running
experience in a lightweight package.   

Brooks’ signature cutaway heel promotes a natural foot strike,
so you land in a more forward position on the foot; a toe box split allows your

big toe to function independently, encouraging a more springy toe-off; an anatomical
last works more efficiently with the foot; and a Nav Band wraps over the instep,

securing the foot in place. Brooks’ BioMoGo DNA midsole completes the
technical wizardry.  

Runner’s World Spring Shoe Guide has just named PureCadence
Editor’s Choice, but with the added comment that the two other

shoes tested from the range, PureConnect and PureFlow,
consistently scored highly in the shoe lab for cushioning,

responsiveness and flexibility.

For more information visit
www.brookspureproject.co.uk.
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

TEAM COLOURS
For teams who like to ensure their players always turn out
looking their best, bespoke manufacturer Team Colours is
ready with the complete service - whatever your sport. 

With a quick turnaround time and no minimum quantities
- using quality fabrics and with full printing and embroidery -
Team Colours offers a wide selection of  quality multisport
teamwear, training kit and sports accessories.

For more information call +44 (0)1920 876 240,
email trade@team-colours.co.uk  
or visit www.team-colours.co.uk. 

GFORCE LAUNCHES PLUS -
STOCK TRAINING WEAR FOR ALL
To support the phenomenal success of  GFORCE, Gymphlex

has launched GFORCE PLUS, a stock range of  high
performance training wear that boasts all the key

features of  GFORCE - technically superior
fabrics, contemporary designs and an
attractive price point for retailers. As
well as being perfect for clubs and
teams, GFORCE PLUS is also
appropriate for sporting individuals
as it is a stock range and therefore
there are no minimum order
requirements. 

GFORCE has proved extremely
popular with retailers and end users, 

and PLUS is following suit. With a stocked
selection of  generic colour combinations, 

it’s available for immediate despatch. 
With PLUS, customers can choose to have
embroidered badges, logos or names 
applied onto the garment.

If  you are interested in the GFORCE
PLUS range call 01507 523 243 

or visit www.gforcesportswear.co.uk. 
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SWIMMING POOL FUN AT JAKABEL
Jakabel takes the fun side of  swimming as seriously as the safety side.

With full UVP50+ protection swimwear in vibrant, eye catching colours,
children will also love the range of  pool toys Jakabel offers. With prices from
£1 to £20, there is something for everyone in the family.

● Two-three day delivery all year round.
● No minimums.

www.sportindustry.biz

For more information contact Josu on
020 8715 2385, email info@jakabel.co.uk

or visit www.jakabel.com.
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ZINC
The Zinc Pro scooter range was born and engineered in Great Britain
and is designed to take on the skateparks. The company’s scooters are
tested to withstand one ton of  weight on its deck and handlebars
(models released after December 2011).

MAYHEM
Features and benefits of  this scooter include:
● Handlebars with 360-degree movement. 
● One piece Y-handlebars for extra rigidity and control. 
● Chromium-molybdenum steel steering bar. 
● Reinforced steel fork. 
● Double stacked collar clamp. 
● 48cm x 11cm reinforced aluminium deck. 
● Rubberised style bar grips. 
● ABEC 5 chrome bearings. 
● 100mm x 24mm high impact, high bounce aluminium core 

wheels with PU tyres. 
● Maximum rider weight: 100kg. 
● Quick stop brake. 
● Grip strip for extra stick during the ‘sickest’ of  tricks.

For more information
email info@hy-pro.co.uk.
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CRESSI LIGHT FINS
Cressi Light fins are designed specifically for pool training. The
short blade is made from light materials to guarantee agility
and reduce fatigue, but still enable effective kicking.

The length of  the blade and the materials used enable
perfect muscle training without causing painful cramps. The
side of  the blade is protected by a soft elastomer profile to
prevent possible damage to other swimmers. The computer
designed foot is made from soft elastomers and its highly
anatomical shape houses the foot with a great degree of
comfort, even during long swimming sessions.

These fins can also be used for snorkelling and
swimming, where the small size of  the blade
makes it easier to enter and
come out of  the water.

Available in white or
blue. Weight: 600g for
size 39/40.

20 www.sports-insight.co.uk

For more information 
call 01484 711113 

or email  info@cressi-sub.net.

For more information on Sensport
Adrenalin call 02476 644 666, 
email simon@caldoni.co.uk 
or visit www.sensport.co.uk.

SENSPORT ADRENALIN 
Adrenalin by Sensport is a range of  stylish, cutting edge garments 
in high performance fabrics.
● Comprehensive range of  custom sports apparel and playing 

kit for all sports. 
● Designed for schools, colleges,

universities, clubs and
associations. 

● Full colour presentations available.
● Professional quality at cost-

effective prices.
● Junior and senior sizes.
● Lead times six-eight weeks. 
● Minimum order 15 units per style..

PRODUCT ROUND-UP
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For further information on these or any
other Uhlsport products, call 01993 851 600

or email sales@uhlsport.com.
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M-KONZEPT TEAM
The new M-Konzept Team is a machine
stitched training and individual skill ball.
Features include a new 22-panel shape, which
focuses on a perfect roundness and allows for
a stable flight. The long lasting and soft TPU
material creates the best air retention and
playing characteristics. The range comes in
vibrant colours for 2012. RRP: £14.99. 

TRI-PLATE VENT 
The Tri-Plate Vent is a newly developed
hardshell shinguard that provides the best
protection through a robust PP-plate. New
rubberised areas at the ankle, along with a
padded ankle bandage, prevent the guard
from slipping. 3D embossed high quality EVA
cushioning layers and ventilation slits have
been added for better wearing comfort.
Available from June 2012. RRP: £14.99.
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Head swimming range

Richard Corner, UK Mares/Head swim category 
manager, talks us through the offering

CAN YOU GIVE US SOME
BACKGROUND ON THE BRAND?
The Head swimming range has been on the market for three
years, but our watersport heritage goes back much further with
our scuba diving brand Mares, which was founded in 1949 and is one
of  the leading providers of  scuba diving equipment worldwide. 

Five years ago we patented some advancements we’d made in
silicone molding techniques on our scuba diving masks and felt it
was technology that would also give us some unique features in the
swim market - a market we felt was a good match with the other
sports under the Head brand portfolio.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS?
It’s a comprehensive range of  quality swimwear, triathlon and general
watersports equipment. The eyewear features our new liquid skin
silicone on various models throughout the range, ensuring a great
seal and maximum comfort. We also have some very good strap
buckles for easy adjustment, which again come from our experience
in the scuba diving market. FINA approved racing eyewear and
swimsuits, plus a full range of  training accessories, makes us a great
addition for retailers wanting to offer their customers quality and
choice.

WHY HAS IT SOLD SO WELL? 
Our Italian-based design team has done a fantastic job delivering
style and function throughout the range. Our main strength is product
development and, working with top athletes, our racing line is already
starting to get results. I think we have surprised people by the depth
of  our product range and the obvious care we have taken to bring
something new to this market. 

WHO IS IT AIMED AT? 
We have products suitable for swimmers, triathletes, snorkelers, plus
other general watersports training aids and accessories for
competitive swimmers to people using swimming to keep fit. We also
offer a wide variety of  styles and price points. 

FOCUSON
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HOW IS IT MARKETED? 
As a new brand in the market, we are very keen to give people the
opportunity to try our products and see the benefits for themselves.
We like to work closely with our retailers to offer localised promotion
opportunities and we’re increasing our following on various social
networking sites, as well as building relationships with more athletes
and swim clubs.

WHAT’S THE
MOST EFFECTIVE
WAY A RETAILER
CAN MARKET
THE RANGE?
We have an impressive array
of  PoS and promotional
material to make the
product highly visible at
retail. In addition, we have
a very good website at
www.head.com/swimming
and an excellent media
website so customers can
easily access product
images and other useful
advertising materials. 

We encourage our
customers to work with
our sales team on
initiatives either in store
or online to ensure
demand continues to
grow in what should be
an exciting year in the
sporting world. 
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PEOPLE

laws in the process. More recent protective
efforts by some large brands seem to be
having an effect, but for those brands that
simply take no notice, enjoy their own margin
and watch while the lowest priced retailers
fight it out, the future may be very bleak and
the death of  a brand can be quite quick.  

HOW’S BUSINESS
SHAPING UP FOR THE
REST OF 2012?
It’s looking very good so far. The next
season’s range has been well received by
those who have seen it. We have set
ourselves some demanding targets, which are
achievable even in the present climate. And
the Olympics add an element of  excitement
to the year, especially as the GB teams are
high in the international rankings. In short,
we at Sci-Sport and Brabo are optimistic.

24 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

WHEN DID
YOU GET INTO
THE SPORTS
TRADE AND
WHY?

I started my own company in 1989, with a
view to distributing niche sports products
through mail order. I distributed the Dutch
hockey brand Brabo until 1995, and two years
ago I renewed my relationship with the brand.
I have to say, having gained more experience it
feels more exciting and less stressful this time. 

WHAT BRANDS DO YOU
ADMIRE AND WHY?
Speedo, for its incredible longevity while
maintaining its brand position and for
sponsoring me when I was a poor amateur
swimmer. The brand continues to impress
me with its professionalism and approach to
new products. 3M, whose business-to-
business approach to quality, innovation and
customer support is legendary. Canterbury,
for its potential. It will be interesting to see if
it achieves all it could this time around. 

And finally, a new brand called
Benson Fox, which is a cricket brand whose
approach to product innovation has impressed
me greatly. 

CAN YOU
TELL US 
ABOUT SCI-
SPORT?
I started out as a
retailer of  hockey
equipment carrying
all the major brands.

In the early 1990s
we reverse
integrated into

manufacturing
hockey goalkeeping
products in a small
factory in
Leicester, making
equipment for
Slazenger, Dita,

Kookaburra, Brabo
and others. 

We developed
our knowledge of

protection and expertise into the areas of
ballistic and knife protection for the police
and military markets. This led to several spin-
off  companies, which continue to trade in
their specialist areas. So Sci-Sport has been
somewhat of  an incubator for other business
ideas, while retaining its core hockey activity.
We are now planning to reverse some of  that
specialist knowledge of  ballistic composites,
etc back into hockey. There is an element of
intellectual property protection still in
progress, so unfortunately I cannot say too
much at this stage about these products.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE
BIGGEST GROWTH AREA
OF YOUR BUSINESS IN
THE PAST 12 MONTHS?
Brabo stick sales. The approach Brabo has
taken to design and development is largely
responsible, using Dutch international players
to give detailed feedback at all stages. 

HOW DO YOU GET THE
BALANCE RIGHT BETWEEN
PROTECTING YOUR
BRAND’S REPUTATION
AND REMAINING
COMPETITIVELY PRICED?
I think your question is the most important
issue faced by the sports industry, apart
from the economic climate. And the
economic conditions are exaggerating the
brand/price problem. 

One could argue that too many retailers
and e-tailers are seeing price as the only tool
in the box to promote sales. At worst, this has
resulted in so little margin that the result is
bankruptcy for the retailer.  

At the same time, if  continuous price
promotion is used by retailers to attract sales
the inevitable denigration will occur to the
brand. This brand damage can be permanent,
and in hockey this effect is occurring as we
speak. If  a brand is too cheap for too long,
customers simply do not believe in it any
more. I have seen offers of  three hockey sticks
for the price of  one, which is a good example
of  the effect at its end game. 

The difficulty for the brand, and we are
very aware of  this with Brabo, is to prevent
that kind of  damage without breaking any

Sean Cayless, director of  Sci-Sport
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www.xpres.co.uk  
Tel: 01332 85 50 85

XPRES 
CUT®

ThE PERSONALISED SPORTSWEAR SOLUTION

The increasing demand for low volume runs of 
personalised sportswear make the Xpres Cut transfer 
system a must for all suppliers of sports apparel.

l Produce single and multi colour transfers for    
 Football Shirts, T-Shirts, Bags, Polo Shirts, Caps, 
 Jackets, Tracksuits, Promotional Wear and more   

l No screen or set up costs      

l Superb profit potential

Lease 
Xpres Cut 

for as little as 

£11 per week 

over 3 years



Members of  the Sports and Fitness
Equipment Association (SAFEA) have
pledged their support to Inspired
Facilities, Sport England’s Legacy funding
programme. Inspired Facilities is focused
on making it easier for volunteer groups,
local authorities and educational
establishments to refurbish and provide
new sports facilities to meet the needs of
their members and local communities.   

Inspired Facilities forms part of  Sport
England’s Places People Play
programme, which aims to deliver a
London 2012 legacy of  increased mass
participation in sport. Sport England is
investing £50 million of  National Lottery
funding in up to 1,000 community sports
projects between 2011 and 2014.  

SAFEA members supply a wide
range of  high quality, ethically sourced
sports equipment that conforms to the
relevant BS and CEN product standards,
which helps purchasers make their
buying decisions in confidence. 

A new simple product search tool is
available on the SAFEA website, so that you
can easily find reputable companies that
supply the products your project requires,
and if  you are successful in gaining funding

FSPA MEMBER NEWS

FSPAfocus
The latest news from the Federation
of  Sports and Play Associations
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from Sport England a discount code will be
provided that automatically applies a 10
per cent discount off  all products
purchased. Members can also provide
advice at the application stage to help you
put your budget together and deliver your
project successfully.  

Speaking about the move to support
the Inspired Facilities project, Jack
Osborne the chairman of  SAFEA, said:
“Members are delighted to set up this
arrangement to help all those
community groups and organisations
who are successful in gaining Sport
England legacy funding to enable them
to get value for money across their fixed
and portable equipment purchases.” 

The 10 per cent discount applies to
all products purchased from participating
SAFEA members and is a great way for
the sports industry to support London
2012’s legacy plans and, more
importantly, the goal of  increasing
participation in sport at grass roots level
and improving our infrastructure. 

SAFEA membership signifies
professional competence and
performance, which directly benefits
customers that choose member

The Federation of  Sports and Play
Associations (FSPA) has appointed
Liam Burns (pictured) as its new
chairman. Burns, New Balance’s
business development manager
(EMEA), started in the role on January
1, having been on the FSPA board of
directors for the past two years. 

Retiring chairman Dr Bruno
Broughton steps down after a sterling four

years, of  which the FSPA expresses its gratitude for the time and
effort given during this time.

Burns was elected to the position having played an integral role
in the FSPA’s progress over the past two years. The FSPA, which
was founded in 1909, has made significant progress in enhancing
its profile and standing within the industry in this time, building
strategic partnerships and ongoing relationships with key bodies in

UK sport and play, while continuing to play a vital role in
representing the industry to government.

Burns brings a wealth of  experience to the role, having worked
at New Balance for over five years. His extensive knowledge and
understanding of  the sports industry will undoubtedly enable him to
successfully lead the organisation forward.

Speaking of  his appointment, FSPA managing director Jane
Montgomery said: “This is a great appointment for the FSPA. Liam
is highly regarded by the FSPA board, staff  and his peers within the
industry and the organisation is thrilled to welcome him as chair
given the leadership qualities he will bring to the position.”

Burns said: “I am delighted to take over as chairman of  the
Federation on the eve of  what will be a monumental year for British
sport. I would like to thank Bruno for his excellent stewardship of
the board and the Federation over the past four years and I look
forward to working with Bruno, the board, the excellent FSPA team
and members during 2012.”

companies for their sporting projects:

● Strict admission criteria ensures all
members have the necessary
experience, financial status and quality
of  workmanship. 

● Code of  practice. Members are
committed to high standards of
customer service and business practice. 

● Standards - delivering to clearly
defined EN, BS standards, guidelines
and DDA requirements. 

● Buyers can rely on SAFEA members
being at the forefront of  new thinking
on sports equipment innovation. 

● Technical mediation service. Impartial
assistance in the resolution of
complaints and disputes, if  necessary,
between members and their customers. 

For more information visit
www.safea.co.uk/funding.

SAFEA SUPPORTS SPORT ENGLAND
GRANT APPLICANTS WITH
DISCOUNTED EQUIPMENT PURCHASES
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We can use YOUR innovative solution 
to change the lives of young people

we believe sport changes lives

Don’t miss out!
Join a progressive membership scheme that champions PE, sport 
and health for young people. Unparalleled benefits including 
marketing, profile and intelligence, plus access to key decision 
makers to maximise opportunities for your business.

www.youthsporttrust.org/supportus
Tel: 01509 226600  Fax: 01509 226649  Email: info@youthsporttrust.org 
Business Honours Club, SportPark, 3 Oakwood Drive, Loughborough, Leicestershire  LE11 3QF
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WHY AND HOW DID YOU
MOVE INTO CHEERLEADER
RETAILING?  
My nine-year-old daughter became a
cheerleader in 1990 and in 1994 my
husband and myself  took over the
management of  her team when the coach
decided she no longer wanted to continue. 

In 1998 we realised there was a need for
cheerleading products that were more
accessible to the UK market. Dealing with
the USA was proving difficult and costly,
and cheerleading was growing fast. We
initially started by manufacturing uniforms
and a small range of  merchandise products
such as t-shirts and shorts. 

We have designed and trademarked our
own cheerleading trainers, and our own
cheer dolls complete with uniform, trainers,
megaphone hairbrush and poms. We sell
cheer buddies, which are small cheerleaders
with large feet and flat poms that can be used
as training aids for transitioning on the cheer
floor. We are still involved with the team,
which is now run by our daughter, who is 31.
She also teaches cheerleading in schools.

DESCRIBE YOUR STORE
We have around 2,500 products in our online
store - ranging from pencils, rubbers and
make-up to full-sized cheerleading floor safety
mats. The number of  products increases daily
when our in-house designers come up with
new ideas or a customer specifically asks for
something. We then source it on their behalf
and add it to our range. We continuously
expand into new areas to fulfil customer
demand, and we recently trademarked our
own range, I Love Cheer.

We have two full-time staff  and, due to
expansion, are currently interviewing for
more. We also employ outworkers for many
of  our products, for example, jewellery, bows
and poms, and we have embroidery services,
seamstresses and uniform manufacturers
both in the UK and Far East working for us,
as well as agents sourcing products.

HOW HAS TRADE 
BEEN OVER THE PAST 
12 MONTHS?
Trade has increased hugely over the last
year for two reasons - firstly, the growth of
cheerleading in the UK, Europe and the rest
of  the world and, secondly, because of  the
service we provide for our customers,
particularly with regard to squad wear.

IS CHEERLEADING A
GROWING MARKET?

Yes - it’s growing fast. In the UK it is
introduced not only through clubs but
also in primary and secondary schools,

colleges and universities. It’s very
popular as an activity for people who
don’t necessarily like sport, but who love

the aspect of  being in a team.

WHAT COUNTRIES 
DO YOU EXPORT TO?
America, Australia, New Zealand, Russia,
Finland, Germany, France, Norway, Austria,
Holland, Switzerland, Belgium, Cyprus,
Spain, Greece, Portugal, Denmark, Sweden,
Luxembourg, Slovenia, Czech Republic,
Italy, Malta and Hungary. And we have

recently had enquiries from Barbados,
Kazakhstan and Jamaica. These have come
about through word of  mouth and through
our website, which is rated highly on Google.

HOW DO YOU FIND OUT
ABOUT NEW PRODUCTS/
MERCHANDISE? 
We investigate products on websites and our
designers are continuously working on new
ideas and products. We also ask our
customers for suggestions when we are at
competitions and working with youngsters
through coaching cheerleading.

WHAT SEASON OR
COMPETITION PROVIDES
THE LARGEST VOLUME 
OF SALES? 
Each competition we sell at is different and
business is dependent upon the ratio of
parents that are in attendance, as they are
normally the ones that purchase the higher
priced products. We are currently getting
ready for the largest event on the UK cheer
calendar - the National Schools, University
Nationals and Midlands Classic 2012
competitions in Telford on April 5-8.

WHAT HAVE BEEN 
YOUR BIGGEST
CHALLENGES SO FAR?
The uniform side of  the business is a
challenge due to its complexity. Also, due to
our rapid growth a challenge has been
having to deal with the expansion of  our
offices, workshops and storage facilities.
Also challenging assumptions that
cheerleading is for bimbos - it’s not. It’s a
skilled activity involving lots of  elements of
dance, gymnastics and physical strength. 

WHAT DO YOU LIKE 
MOST AND LEAST 
ABOUT THE BUSINESS?
Most of  all, I like working within an unusual
industry. There is nothing that I don’t like
about the business, as I have built it up
from nothing to what it is today.

RETAIL INTERVIEW

TALKING
SHOP
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Gillian Kent runs
online cheerleading
outlet First Cheer from
offices in Middlesex
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Persistent injuries meant this 
26-year-old had to give up on her
Olympic dream, but as a technical 

rep for Ronhill and Hilly she's found 
a new vocation. Tony James reports

MY SPORTING LIFE: 

Finucane

“
”

MY JOB IS TO PASS

ON INFORMATION

TO THE PEOPLE IN

THE FRONT LINE

WHO ARE DOING

THE SELLING

You won’t find many people in the Manchester
headquarters of  Ronhill and Hilly around lunchtime
these days. They’re probably out running - and that
includes chief  executive Mike Deegan, a serious athlete
in his younger days, who now runs regularly to keep fit.

So does one of the company’ s newest recruits - former
international 800 metre runner Laura Finucane, 26,
brought in last October as the two brands’ first technical
rep. Sadly, persistent injuries forced Finucane, a protege of
Dame Kelly Holmes, to abandon her bid to run for England
in this year’s Olympics.

RETHINK
She had to rethink her future in top flight athletics after a
career that included world junior, European under 23 and
world university finals, and brought her to fifth in the British

Laura

rankings. Now enjoying a new career, but remaining
involved with the sport she loves, Finucane reckons she’s
found her dream job.

Even when she was completing a sports science and
management degree at Loughborough University, the level-
headed Lancashire lass hoped to be a full-time athlete. “But
I knew, being realistic, that I had to have something to fall
back on if that didn’t work out,” she explains. “I’ve just
found it sooner rather than later.”

The setbacks that finally wrecked Finucane’s Olympic
hopes started three years ago when she not only fractured a
shin, but damaged her Achilles tendon so seriously that she
didn’t run competitively for a year and was unable to get
back into full training.

She remembers: “It was a big setback, but unfortunately
that’s athletics. It was my dream to run in the Olympics,
particularly in my own country. I was trying to compete
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with the best and when you’re doing that sometimes
something’s got to give. The biggest challenge is having your
body hold up, because every year you’re increasing the
demands on it.”

So just what could Finucane do if her Olympic dreams
were no longer an option? “I did think about becoming a PE

teacher, but I wasn’t 100 per cent sure that was what I
wanted to do,” she says. “I just hoped everything would
eventually fall into place - and now it has.”

Working part-time for running retailer Sweatshop gave
Finucane an insight into the sports retail trade - and

pointed the way to the future. She explains: “I worked on
the shop floor for a year and loved it. I also thought that
being a rep was something I would enjoy. I wasn’t aware that
the job of technical rep even existed, but when I heard one
was coming up at Ronhill I knew it was for me.

“Although I’m not in serious training any more, my
passion for running hasn’t decreased and I run whenever I
can, often at lunchtime with colleagues from work. In a
running company we still all want to get out there.

“I’m really grateful that I’ve got a job in an environment I
love - it’s almost like joining a family. Mike Deegan runs with
us when he can. When everyone’s enthusiastic about the
sport and the product, it makes work much more interesting.”

FOUNDER
Of course, it’s hardly surprising that the folk at Ronhill and
Hilly are mad keen on running when you remember what
they’ve got to live up to. Company founder Ron Hill, an
astonishingly fit 73, has run every single day for the past 47
years and still does over 30 miles a week.

His career has included 115 marathons (29 in under two
hours 20 minutes) and Hill has raced in over 100 countries
from South Korea to Saudi Arabia and Puerto Rico to
Portugal. No one in long distance running has competed for
so long and so successfully.

He was the first Briton to win the Boston marathon and
was a Commonwealth Games winner. In 1970 he ran the
world’s second fastest marathon (unofficially it was the
fastest, as the winner’s time was later discredited).

But Hill is far more than just an athletics phenomenon.
The boy from a ‘two-up, two-down’ in the Lancashire
industrial town of Accrington put himself through university
to gain a PhD in textile chemistry and pioneered synthetic
running gear as we know it today.

He started Ronhill Sports in 1970: “Because I wasn’t
satisfied with the clothing that was being offered by other
companies. It was made from cotton, which didn’t last and
was very heavy when wet.”

At first Ronhill was home-based and opened its first shop,
in Hyde, Cheshire, in 1975. With Hill’s technical know how
Ronhill introduced synthetics into running clothing as well as
wrapover shorts, mesh vests and waterproof running jackets
with reflective strips.

Says Hill: “I used my running experience to do the basic
designs - we developed the Freedom range of nylon shorts
because I had found that the shorts then on the market were
pretty restrictive.”

In 1992 Hill started Hilly Clothing to develop a range of
technical performance socks to cater for the needs of the
runner. Hilly has now been absorbed into the Bolin Group and
Hill continues as consultant and ambassador for both brands.

As the technical representative for both brands, Laura
Finucane works with sales teams and offers product training

and retail support. “We are delighted to have Laura on
board,” says brand director Graham Richards. “Her athletics
and retail experience is invaluable and the extra support for
our retail customers is a big positive.”

Finucane enjoys the challenges of her job. “When you’re an
athlete you tend to take equipment for granted,” she says. “A t-
shirt is a t-shirt and you tend not to think about the technical
qualities of the product. My job is to pass on information to the
people in the front line who are doing the selling, so that they
can explain the technicalities to the customer.

“I wore Hilly socks when I was running seriously and I
wear them when I run now. But only now do I understand all
the technical innovations that have gone into them.”

CAMARADERIE
Finucane says that having been a serious athlete does help in
her job: “If you go into a running shop and you have been a
runner, no matter at what level, there’s a camaraderie and
you find that the majority of people who work in sports
shops do it because they love sport and want to keep in
touch with what’s going on.”

Finucane has been involved with Kelly Holmes’ training
and mentoring initiative ‘On Camp With Kelly’ since 2004
and has won the double Olympic gold medallist’s Excellent
Achievement award.

“Being part of the set up gave me an opportunity to
compete against middle distance runners of similar abilities
and learn from Kelly herself,” Finucane says. 

“She is a caring, considerate and very supportive role
model who shows that you can achieve what you really want
to. She is using all her experience and motivation skills to
bring out the very best in young runners.

“Kelly put a lot of faith in me
and supported me. She tore her
Achilles in half, so she was able
to empathise with my
situation. You can’t do better
than a double gold medal
winning Olympian. She was
the best role model I could
have had.”

Finucane adds: 
“I love being on 
the road for Ronhill
and Hilly. Doing 
my degree gave 
me a good
understanding of
sports science, but
I’m still learning a
lot and we get a
chance to try new
products and say
what we think.

“I just like
being involved in
every aspect of the
business and having
an input in what we
do. Every morning I
wake up and look
forward to my day at
work. You can’t ask for
much more than that.”
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Laura Finucane: “I’m really
grateful that I’ve got a job
in an environment I love”
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British manufacturers the Chinese market has become key.
“It’s only a matter of  time before we see a Chinese world

champion and the demand for cues there is huge,” says Peter Crail,
Thurston’s sales director. “Our sister company Peradon sends out
cues to all parts of  the world. There is a perceived quality and
Peradon have a good solid range of  cues. 

“However, the cues now produced in China have come on leaps
and bounds. It’s a huge challenge for us. We bring in a range of  cues
made in China that we can sell for £20-£40. The cues produced in
England cost £50 plus.”

Baker reports that his company has seen a spike in sales of
premium cues, with buyers willing to pay anything up to £150: “To
begin with, retailers were nervous about stocking a £100 cue. It seems
that if  you offer a £100 tennis racquet they have no problem, but a £100
cue made them nervous. However, over time they have seen that there
is a demand out there for these premium products, with more and more
serious players wanting the best they can have in their hand.”

Q SCHOOL
A factor in this has to be the innovation of  Q School - the World
Snooker Association’s new entry level into the professional game.
Anyone can apply to take part, with a two-year tour card the prize for
reaching the semi-finals in each of  the three events held in May, which
guarantees a place on the pro circuit for a minimum of  two seasons.

Previously what was effectively a closed shop has been opened up
to all-comers. The dream of  playing around the world on television
has reignited an interest in the green baize. It’s great for the players,
but the benefits have still to trickle down to the clubs.

“There has been an increase in interest in the game, but the
biggest problem is that many of  the places where snooker has
traditionally been played are closing at a very fast rate due to the
global economic climate,” adds Crail. “We are being offered second-
hand, full-size snooker tables every day. People just don’t frequent the
working men’s clubs, Conservative and Labour clubs like they did in
the 1950s, 60s, 70s and 80s.”

Baker agrees that clubs are finding it tough, but is positive that the
new energy in the game can drive participation, and thus table sales:
“When I talk to the clubs they tell me they have had a torrid time in
recent years, but you just get the impression that we are turning the
corner. People are not flooding back into the clubs, but the younger
players who have come through, like Mark Selby, Judd Trump and
Neil Robertson, have more personality and panache, there’s more
snooker on TV now and the new formats has ignited the interest of
younger players.”

Baker reports that sales of  full-size, slate bed tables have
increased significantly in the past year, thanks to the worldwide
growth of  the snooker market and more individual buyers willing to
invest in the £15,000 product. It’s a serious, aspirational investment for
those who have the space to accommodate such a luxury item.

“The Riley Aristocrat is recognised as the best snooker table in
the world,” claims Baker. “We’ve had a record year for sales of  our
slate bed tables - they have almost tripled.”

Snooker is on its way back under the leadership of  the
irrepressible Barry Hearn. The World Snooker chairman has
revolutionised a sport that was looking tired and predictable,
having slumped from its 1980s heyday of  multi-million TV
viewing figures and with falling participation.

The introduction of  more glitz and glamour in how it is presented
on TV and new tournaments with innovative formats such as the
Shoot-Out and Premier League has reinvigorated the sport. Prize
money on the professional tour has gone up from £3.5 million per
season to over £6 million within the past two years - and is expected
to top £8 million in the next 12 months.

POSITIVE
Participation is still an issue, although rates are holding steady, but
real growth is happening elsewhere, specifically in the Far East.

“Overall I would say that it’s looking positive in the UK, but
worldwide, in certain markets, things are really happening,” says
Andrew Baker, marketing manager at BCE Riley. “China is massive -
we can’t get products out there fast enough - but also in Germany,
France and quite a few more markets snooker is becoming really big.
We have distributors in various countries.”

Snooker’s popularity in China has increased enormously over the
last few years. An estimated 50 million play the game in the People’s
Republic, with Beijing boasting an amazing 300 snooker clubs alone.
Snooker now stands toe to toe with more traditional sporting
participation heavyweights in the country such as table tennis,
badminton and basketball.

The emergence of  Ding Junhui, who has already won two of  the
game’s three most prestigious titles - the UK Championship

and The Masters - and other young players
breaking on to the professional

circuit such as Liang
Wenbo and

Liu
Chuang
has
created

the
impetus. 
When

Ding won The
Masters at Wembley

Arena in January last year he
beat Hong Kong’s Marco Fu in the

first major all-Asian final in snooker
history. The match was watched by

over 100 million people in China,
more than the rest of  the world
put together. The World Open
has recently become the third
annual ranking tournament to
be staged in China and for

BACK ON CUE
Snooker appears to be on its way back with global expansion on
the horizon as the sport takes off  in India and the Far East. How
are British manufacturers and retailers planning to exploit this

development? Adrian Hill reports
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pride in being a traditional company - and in a sport such as snooker
that provides some cache. But the growing force that is China is
threatening its centuries-old position in the cue sports landscape. The
combination of  cheaper costs of  production elsewhere and the relative
long life of  cues does not create an edifying blend. 

“There is no built-in obsolescence in cues,” admits Crail. “You
might treat yourself  to a new cue case now and then, but a cue is
like an extension of  your arm - people are very attached to them
and keep them for years and years. The market is steady.

“We’re optimistic for the future. We are the oldest company in
our field and we are contacted from all over the world and would
like to do more with the Far East market in particular, but it is
difficult. A good machine finished cue is the same the world over
and the unit labour costs to produce it in China just don’t compare
to here - that is the big problem.”

INTERNET
It’s not the same story at the lower end of  the market, with sales of
smaller home tables not so buoyant, says Crail: “Last Christmas
sales of  tables were very poor - electronic games are taking their
place. We used to send out a van every day with 10-15 tables for
delivery in and around the north west, but now people go to places
like Halfords, Argos and online to buy tables produced in the Far
East. To go to a specialist nowadays is not the norm.

“We have seen more sales via the internet, which has been a bit
of  a surprise, as previously people were keen to test a table or get a
feel for a cue at our showrooms in Birmingham and Liverpool. It’s
the same with cues - people would play and handle to get the weight
right, but now we are getting orders for cues from places like Brazil.” 

While Riley BCE has spread its net wide to snare the burgeoning
markets in Europe and the Far East, Thurstons, founded in 1799, takes
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local PR consultancy, you might find that the basis of  a local business
calendar is ready to go. Don’t automatically expect it for free, however.

Members of  INTERSPORT and STAG can use the groups’
calendars. INTERSPORT’s works round individual sports and seasons,
enabling members to plan campaigns across the year on the sports
where they specialise and their preferred brands. It emphasises that its
multi-sport approach covers the market rather than just the headline
events. 

STAG has a promotional calendar built round the strengths of
brands, enabling retailers to tap into national marketing, but act
locally. Its special offers typically coincide with major events like Euro
2012 and the Olympics.

To put together your own version is a mix of  dead easy and not
so easy. Operationally, you can do the whole thing on your computer,
or you might prefer to use the physical version on a wall planner. The
former is the professional route, but the latter has the virtue of  being
constantly in front of  you and all your staff  - everybody’s conscious of
action points and deadlines.

And deadlines are what this is about. From the point of  initial
publicity to delivery, this process is totally time sensitive. But you’re
used to that. Equally it’s the most important element of  the plan -

Three hundred and sixty five sales opportunities every year.
That’s the promise and opportunity presented by the humble
calendar. You no doubt have a firm eye on some of  those
annual events already - Christmas and New Year as
screamingly obvious examples. 

Christmas may be the sales monster in the British calendar, but
there is so much more available. The rag trade with its constant,
rolling seasons demonstrates the potential.

RECOMMENDATION
Allow a favourite whinge: in this country we fail to take advantage of
many business opportunities because local (and, regretfully, national)
government isn’t business oriented. Meanwhile, as my web searches
have shown, the mayor’s office in both Houston and Chicago - and,
I’ll bet, every other US city - offers a calendar of  business events and
opportunities. Therefore, recommendation one is to tell your local
councillor to make himself  or herself  extremely popular with their
business community by promoting this (very cheap) idea. Some value
from your business rates - there’s a thought!

The publishing and PR worlds work to a forward calendar and
consequently offer a resource. If  you have a good relationship with a

38 www.sports-insight.co.uk
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that’s why you use a calendar.
Part of  the not-so-easy is what do you include and what do you

exclude? The latter is most important because your calendar could
easily turn into a mass of  uncoordinated information and become
useless as a working tool. I would treat this calendar separately
from the day-to-day diary and purely as a sales and marketing tool.

Start with the big, obvious dates: Christmas and Easter stand
out, but the other major religions all have similarly key dates.
Halloween and November 5 should be there. So should Valentine’s
Day, Mother’s Day and
Father’s Day. The
back-to-school, college
and university dates
are also important.

Annual sporting
events have endless
potential and not just
the big obvious ones like
Wimbledon when
suddenly the whole nation
plays tennis for a month. The
draw for the third round of  the
FA Cup invariably throws up
some appealing opportunities. 

PRINTWEAR
If  you have a printwear facility, aim to sell for national saints’ days.
Largely thanks to Guinness, Saint Patrick’s Day has stolen a march
here. Come on, let’s give Saints George, Andrew and David their
due airing. It doesn’t have to be just within the borders of  the
relevant nations, either. Poppy Day (officially Armistice Day and
Remembrance Sunday) offers the same, especially since FIFA’s
niggardly attitude last year. Poppy bling (new in 2011) could
become poppy shirts and ties, too.

Then contact your local authority. Personally, I would visit them
and ask what notable dates are planned for the coming year across
the various areas of  activity. They should be able to tell you which
are the major ones likely to attract most attention. It’s remarkable
how many sporting events are held in a locality - everything from
archery to yachting - and they provide sales opportunities to the
local retailer who contacts the organiser. 

Charities provide another great opportunity. Here’s a specific
case from Kent: Thorley Taverns decided to raise £200,000 for a
breast scanner and one of  the pubs raised £25,000 via a fun run on
Pink Day. How many of  the 300 participants bought new running
shoes? Virtually all charities have these sorts of  events - get on the
web to find when they are planning them in your area and make
your store the focal point for entries.

The astrological calendar sits beside the Gregorian
version and it, too, offers a lot of  sales opportunities.
Regardless of  your views of  the virtue of  ‘the stars’, there
is no doubt that a chunky proportion of  the population
give astrology a lot of  credence. Do any suppliers
provide the goodies to fulfil that opportunity?
Apparently, lads still use ‘what star sign are you?’ as a
chat-up line and it requires no genius to see how that
can translate into sales.

Some readers will be celebrating an anniversary
this year. Whether that’s five, 10, 20 or 100 years, it
presents an opportunity to attract customers with
related offers. As a case, if  this is a centenary, how
about offering a hot money back deal on a cricket bat
bought from you if  the purchaser scores a century? You
should be asking suppliers for their input on this.

In the same way, check with sports clubs, teams and
schools that you supply. As a minimum, they ought to be

interested in an anniversary strip. You may not know unless their
start date is on their letterhead or their building. Make a point of
asking them. Build such dates into your calendar. Some county
associations quote date of  inception against member clubs, so you
could broaden this into a means of  picking up business from more
of  them.

Euro 2012 runs from June 8 to July 1 and no doubt will create
huge optimism. The opportunity is based round replica shirts, but
since this is high summer don’t forget shorts. 10,000 fans are
expected to travel, so they will tend to be buying early.

LONDON 2012
The Olympic Games casts a long

shadow over the 2012 calendar.
They run from July 27 to
August 12, with the
Paralympics to follow between
August 29 and September 9. I
quote the dates because I had
to check. If  you’re not based
in London - memo to
government and national
newspapers: that’s 80 per cent
of  the population - you can

diary business from this on a
localised basis.

Your local newspapers will (should) be giving steadily increasing
coverage to competitors based in your city or county. Some of  them
will have local commercial sponsors. That combination creates a set
of  fine sales opportunities. Research into this (starting with the
sports editor of  the local rag) is an early entry on that calendar.
Check who is sponsoring any individuals and offer them an
associated promotional deal. Don’t forget the Paralympians: virtuous
publicity for everyone. The next Dame Tanni Gray-Thompson could
be living down your street. 

Have a look at the LOCOG website, notably the shop where
they are selling official merchandise. Personally, I thought it was dull
and predictable stuff  and, at £16 for a t-shirt or £52 for the UK
football shirt, distinctly pricey. I’m sure that, without getting close to
trademarks and official logos, you and your suppliers can do better.
A good gag from the last Olympics that deserves a reprise is that we
Brits are gold medallists at sitting down (sailing, equestrianism,
cycling) and lying down (swimming).

Given the price and availability of  hotel rooms in London,
plenty of  visitors will be staying

outside the capital. I’ve seen
locations as far afield as

Ipswich (good rail
links to east

London) being
touted as

possible
solutions.
Anyone in
the Home
Counties
should,
therefore,
have hotels
on both their

radar and
their calendar.

“
”

THE PUBLISHING AND
PR WORLDS WORK TO A

FORWARD CALENDAR
AND CONSEQUENTLY
OFFER A RESOURCE

An anniversary 
presents an 

opportunity to attract
customers with related offers
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all provide this option. That way, when a customer comes to us to buy
a racquet, we can discuss the sort of  string and tension that would be
suitable and they can walk away with a custom strung racquet rather
than a pre-strung racquet of  an indeterminate tension strung in the
Far East some months previously. We can also customise the weight
and balance of  racquets using our Racquet Diagnostic Centre  - all of
this gives a reason to buy from us rather than from a website.

In January we opened our sixth pro shop in East Anglia, all within
tennis and squash centres. Being ‘close’ to our market seems to work
well and is appreciated by serious racquet sports players. We string
‘while you wait’ at all our pro shops and last year strung
approximately 4,000 racquets - about 44kms of  string. Both Karen
and I string at many tournaments during the year, including
Wimbledon and the Yonex All England, and the experience we gain
from these tournaments helps influence our customers’ choice for
racquet sports products. 

NEW TECHNOLOGY
We are trying to embrace new technology in our business. As well as
a Facebook site, we have just implemented a cloud-based point of
sale system in the pro shops, which is probably the biggest business
improvement we have ever made. It allows us to access orders and
up-to-date stock anywhere with an internet connection. This provides
a much more immediate answer to a customer seeking a product - if
it’s in another shop, then we can see that and get it to them. 

ACROSS THE POND
Bruce Levine, general manager at the Courtside Racquet Club in New
Jersey, has some basic concepts that he’s used for years in his tennis
retail business. He says the best way to help your customers and sell

Two retail experts, one from across the pond and one based
in the UK, share tips with Sports Insight about increasing
racquet sales.  

Mark Goodman runs Top Spin Tennis, the largest racquet sports
specialists in East Anglia, with his wife Karen: 

At any one time we have approximately 100 people trying out or
waiting to try out demo racquets. This is one way in which we gauge
the level of  interest in new products - by seeing which racquets are
being requested for demo. 

Out of  the new releases this January, demand is highest for the
new Wilson Pro Staff  6 1 95 and Babolat Pure Drive. There is always
a demand for racquets such as the Babolat Aero Pro Drive and the
Head Speed and Radical. In the badminton world, demand is still high

for the Yonex Voltric 80 and 70 and we are
expecting that lots of  people will want

to try the new Yonex Voltric Z-Force.

UNSTRUNG HEROES
While manufacturers are still
pushing their frame
technologies, there are far
more developments in the
string market. Most people
are not aware that selecting
the correct string for their
game is equally as important
as the frame they go into. We
always buy unstrung frames
from manufacturers where we

can - Babolat, Wilson and Yonex
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IN SEASON RACQUET SPORTS

more racquets is to become as knowledgeable as possible about
tennis products and technologies: 

The best advice to give customers is that they must test drive a
racquet to make sure it will help their game and feel right to them.
Most retailers now provide demo racquets for customers -
something internet only retailers cannot do.

When you advise customers on demo racquets, tell them they
should demo only two racquets at a time. They must hang onto the
one they like, then test that racquet against another new racquet,
and so on until they find the ‘keeper’. They should make sure they
hit every type of  shot with the test racquet and use it for every part
of  their game. 

Suggest they sign up for a lesson with their test frame and that
they play a proper match with friends, who will be honest about
how the racquet affects their game. 

HOW TO PUT A NEW FRAME 
IN THEIR HANDS
● The soft sell: don’t push, but ask customers to try a new racquet

and suggest one that may help their game. A demo day is a
good way for them to try new frames with little pressure.

● The hard sell: tell them: “I want you to try this racquet.” The idea
is that you know your customer well enough to be able to tell
them they need a new racquet.

● The ‘need this’ sell: tell your customer: “Racquets get old and
you need a new one.” Show them the new generation of  the
frame they’re playing with.

● The ‘it’s new’ sell: some players have to try new technology as soon
as it comes out. The key here is making sure you as a retailer stay
on top of  the newest offerings and understand the technologies.
New equipment helps you do new things. Technological
advancements mean new racquets are being released all the time,
and there are many reasons to invest in a new one:

● Game improvement: a new racquet will make it easier to play the
game. As players get older and slow down, they look for things
to help them.

● Replacement: racquets get old and eventually die. It’s not just the
strings that can lose their pop - an old frame can too. If  a
customer plays with his trusty old racquet just after it’s been
restrung and complains that it doesn’t play like it should, that’s a
good sign the racquet is old.

● Health concerns: you don’t want players to hurt themselves
swinging a particular racquet that might not be suited to them.
For example, a head heavy racquet used by someone who has a
reasonably long swing could cause elbow and wrist issues.

WHO ARE YOUR CUSTOMERS?
Know your customers and their styles of  play. It will give you an
opportunity to better service them. Know their frequency of  play -
someone who plays a lot of  tennis will be more comfortable spending
money on a racquet. Also, know their ‘improvement potential’. Are
they working at getting better or are they content with the level they
are at? And of  course, know what their budget is for a new racquet.

KNOW THE THREE TYPES OF RACQUETS
● Power (game improvement) frames. Generally lighter, stiffer and

powerful, with large head sizes. They appeal to players with
shorter swings.

● Tweener’ frames. Blending power and control, these frames
appeal to intermediate to advanced players seeking more
manoeuvrability and juniors transitioning to adult frames.

● Control frames. Generally heavier in weight, more flexible, with a
smaller head size. They appeal to better players.

Strings are just as important as the racquet itself. For retailers,
strings and stringing mean high margins and repeat business, so

don’t ignore this important area of  your business.
String types are natural gut, monofilament (a single strand),

multifilament (a core with wraps around it) and polyester. Polyester
strings, however, are not for everyone. Top pros use poly because it
is essentially a rigid, dead string and they can take a big swing at the
ball. But for recreational players, poly strings often aren’t very
forgiving and may cause arm problems.

Lower level players need a string with some forgiveness and
with some flexibility, so it is easier on the arm. Don’t sell a customer
a fancy string if  they don’t need it; sell them the closest string to gut
that they can afford and that fits their style and their level of  play.

And don’t forget the high margin accessories such as replacement
grips, string savers, vibration dampers, lead tape, new grommets, etc.

DON’T FORGET THE KIDS
Kids’ tennis racquets are, of  course, much less expensive than adult
frames, but in most instances, the percentage mark-up is greater for
children’s racquets. And the volume of  youngsters’ racquets you can
move can be tremendous. 

Plus, as kids age you’ll want to step up their equipment, shoes
and apparel, so you’re building customer loyalty too. And remember,
in many cases parents may want to play tennis with their children,
which provides even more opportunities for higher margin sales.

“
”

FOR RETAILERS,STRINGS ANDSTRINGING MEANHIGH MARGINS ANDREPEAT BUSINESS
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RACQUET
SPORTS
APOLLO LEISURE
Apollo Leisure, the UK’s leading racquet accessory
supplier, has had a successful first year as the UK
distributor of  the world renowned Lobster ball
machines, selling in both the UK and Europe.

Sales are expected to increase further 
this year with the introduction of  the Phenom, 
a state-of-the-art mains powered machine. 
It’s more than a match for any comparable
product on the market and very 
competitively priced.

Apollo continues to offer a wide range of
strings, grips and accessories from leading brands
Head, Gamma, Babolat, Tecnifibre, Ashaway and
Yonex, and introduces to its range this year products
from Mantis and Gosen. 
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For more information call
01202 812000 or email

sales@apolloleisure.co.uk.

www.sportindustry.biz
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Join us on facebook -
MANTIS SPORT INTERNATIONAL

Join us on twitter -
@MANTISsport

Greg Rusedski – MANTIS brand ambassador

www.mantis-sport.comMANTIS is distributed in the UK and Ireland by Reydon Sports PLC   sales@reydonsports.com   0115-900-2340 

DESIGNED &
DEVELOPED
IN THE UK

    HEADSIZE: 95sq.In
    WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG): 305g
    STRING PATTERN: 16 x 18
    BEAM WIDTH: 20mm

    HEADSIZE: 95sq.In
    WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG): 315g
    STRING PATTERN: 18 x 20
    BEAM WIDTH: 20mm
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EXCELLENT MARGIN
OPPORTUNITY

How can retailers take
advantage of  the growing

sports supports sector?
Catherine Eade finds out

SPORTS INJURY 
Inside information from Brian
Mackenzie, UK Athletics Level 4
Performance Coach 
● Male and female athletes have about the

same injury rate per hour of training.
● Research indicates that there is no

link between speed and injury risk 
for runners.

● Some studies have shown that athletes
who are aggressive, tense and
compulsive have a higher risk of injury
than their relaxed peers do. Tension
may make muscles and tendons
tighter, increasing the risk that they
will be harmed during workouts.

● Many injuries are caused by weak

muscles that simply are not ready to
handle the specific demands of  a sport.

● Screening for muscle imbalances is at
the cutting edge of  injury prevention.
There are detectable and correctable
abnormalities of  muscle strength and
length that are fundamental to the
development of  almost all
musculoskeletal pain and dysfunction. 

● Studies have shown that the best two
predictors of  injury are if  you have
been injured before and the number of
consecutive days of  training you
carry out each week.

If you have been injured before, then you
are much more likely to get hurt than an
athlete who has been injury free. Regular

exercises have a way of uncovering the
weak areas of the body. If you have knees
that are put under heavy stress because of
your unique biomechanics during
exercises, your knees are likely to hurt
when you engage in your sport for a
prolonged time. After recovery you re-
establish your desired training load without
modification to your biomechanics, then
your knees are likely to be injured again.

Scientific studies strongly suggest
that reducing the number of  consecutive
days of  training can lower the risk of
injury. Recovery time reduces injury
rates by giving muscles and connective
tissues an opportunity to restore and
repair themselves between workouts.

Despite a slight decline in overall sports participation
due to the rise of  technology, time constraints and the
vast range of  pastimes now available in the modern
world, older people are staying fitter longer.

This demographic is more prone to pulling or tearing
something, meaning the sports supports market is showing
healthy growth. An increase in extreme sports and in people
self  treating injuries has also boosted sales of  supports. But
should all sports retailers stock such items and how do you
choose which ones?

Sports Insight spoke to Paul Sherratt, country manager
for McDavid, about the main considerations.

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY FOR
RETAILERS TO MAXIMISE SALES 
OF SPORTS SUPPORTS?
Without doubt, a well-managed in-store PoS merchandise
unit will reap rewards. This allows not only for the customer
to easily identify and select the range they require, but also
allows the store owner to easily manage stocks and assess
the rate of  sale. Using this approach, products can be
clearly displayed, stock can easily be managed, and the
customer has the confidence to select product from a
clearly defined range that suggests the retailer knows and
understands sports injuries.

Alternatively, if  space is constrained then the
placement of  specific supports related to common injuries
by sport can also show a healthy return - for example,
tennis elbow supports in the tennis section - as this brings
in an impulse purchase element.
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HOW MUCH TRAINING DO
STAFF MEMBERS NEED?
The most successful retailers have staff  that have a
general product knowledge, while brands often
provide information on packaging to enable self
selection. Like any product category, the greater
the knowledge the greater the chance of  upselling
the customer to a higher priced product. Clearly,
the retailer cannot give medical advice – however,
a knowledge of  general/common
injuries definitely helps.

WHAT ARE THE KEY 
POINTS FOR RETAILERS TO
REMEMBER ABOUT SELLING 
SPORTS SUPPORTS?
Sports supports are a distressed purchase - the customer does not
tend to shop around, as they require an immediate fix. Therefore,
do not stock the cheapest range in the marketplace. Maximise
your profit margins and raise your average price by stocking a
credible brand with heritage in the area. Cheap supports will not
help the problem. 

WHAT ARE THE MOST COMMON
INJURIES SUSTAINED AND BY WHOM?
Injuries are often determined by the particular sport being played
and the stresses being applied to the body during participation.
However, as a generalisation the most common injuries are back,
knee and ankle, which is clearly reflected in the percentage sales of
these items versus the total range.

SHOULD RETAILERS RECOMMEND
CERTAIN SUPPORT PRODUCTS TO
CUSTOMERS FOLLOWING AN INJURY?
Retailers should state that the information is a guide only, not a
substitute for medical care and that the customer should always
consult a doctor for injury diagnosis and treatment.

ARE PROFIT MARGINS GOOD?
In an industry that, across the board, is seeing retail price and
margin erosion, sports supports offer the retailer an excellent
margin opportunity. The general public have little or no perception
of  the retail prices of  supports - as they often do with many other
sporting items - but are looking for a solution to an injury problem.
The result is that retail prices can be maintained without heavy
discounting required to sell the product through. The other major
advantage is that the category is not season specific and subject to
fashion, therefore cash is not tied up in forward commitments and
clearance is rarely required. 

WHAT IS DRIVING THE GROWTH 
OF SPORTS SUPPORTS?
I believe there are two key drivers. The first is that we have an
ageing yet active population who inevitably require more injury
protection and support as they get older. The second major factor
is that society is becoming generally more aware of  their heatlh
and wellbeing and starting to view sports medical products as
preventative measures as opposed to a reactive measure to an
injury. This is demonstrated particularly well when one compares
the US mentality to our own. Most US athletes see sports
supports as a necessary element of  their participation and wear
supports to prevent injury as well as for rehabilitation, with the
latter being the historical driver in the UK market.

WHAT PRODUCTS SHOULD 
SPORTS RETAILERS STOCK 
AS A MATTER OF COURSE? 
Knee, ankle and back supports should be regular stock lines. Specialists
may like to focus on sport specific product, such as a football ankle
brace or a hinged knee brace, which are popular with skiers. Instant ice
packs, ice sprays and tape will also see excellent stock turn.

WHAT ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY
HAVE IMPROVED SPORTS SUPPORTS?
Technology has undoubtedly meant that rehabilitation times have
dropped, resulting in athletes returning to their sport much quicker
than a decade ago. Lighter weight and more sophisticated materials
have also resulted in more athletes using supports as a preventative
measure - again reducing the number of  injuries.

Advice retailers can give to customers* Avoid training when you are tired.
* Increase your consumption of carbohydrateduring periods of heavy training.
* Increases in training should be matched withincreases in resting.
* Any increase in training load should be precededby an increase in strengthening.
* Treat even seemingly minor injuries very carefullyto prevent them becoming a bigger problem.
* If you experience pain when training, stop thesession immediately.
* Never train hard if you are stiff from theprevious session.
* Pay attention to hydration and nutrition. 
* Introduce new activities very gradually. 
* Allow lots of time for warming up and cooling off.

* Train on different surfaces, using the right footwear.
* Have regular sports massages.
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Ultimate performance sUpports 
and tapes for Ultimate performers  
laUnching janUary 2012

forming part of a dynamic range of sports 
performance products and accessories, new 
Ultimate performance advanced body supports 
and tapes provide exceptional quality and 
application, at highly competitive prices. 

supports • hydration • tape • laces • apparel • accessories

Retail prices from £7.99 to £59.99.  Introductory offers are available.

find out more about stockist opportunities and launch activity by contacting the  
sales team on 01923 242 233 today.

£17.99 
carpal tunnel Wrist  
Brace UP5366

£14.99 
thigh support 
 UP5340

£29.99 
shoulder support 
UP5235

£17.99 
open patella Knee  
support UP5310

£17.99 
neoprene ankle  
support UP5225

www.ultimate-performance.co.uk

UP_FullPage_(SportsInsight)_Advert_ST1_A3.indd   1 28/10/2011   12:57
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SPORTS SUPPORTS
SORBOTHANE
Sorbothane has been a leader in shock stopping technology for over 25
years. Its unique insoles are recommended by medical professionals and
are proven to limit the trauma caused to a body during exercise.  

Sorbothane Shockstoppers help combat the demands of  running
and high impact activity by reducing muscle fatigue, protecting weak
joints and easing the strains on ligaments and tendons.

Sorbothane is constructed with an advanced
visco-elastic material scientifically proven to
continuously absorb up to 94.7 per cent of
harmful shockwaves. Its unique compound
design is built to last longer than other standard
foam insole designs.

The recovery rate of  Sorbothane’s
advanced compound material ensures energy is
not rebounded to the point of  impact and
remarkably regains its shape quickly enough to
be prepared for the next step.

www.sportindustry.biz
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For more information visit
www.sorbothane.co.uk

call 08448 730 035

MCDAVID
The McDavid 429 X hinged knee brace with crossing
straps can be used for either knee and will help avoid
injury by partially deflecting the force of  a direct blow
away from the joint. Its thermal neoprene sleeve with
patellar buttress compresses the soft tissue and keeps the
knee warm. RRP: £89.99.

A simulation of  athletic tape, the McDavid 195 light
ankle brace with fully adjustable figure-8 strap features an
ultra light nylon shell. The straps can be tightened at any
time without relacing the brace, making it easy to adjust.
This brace will fit either ankle and includes a padded lining.
RRP: £39.99.

For more information on supports or 
other McDavid products call 0800 980 1066

or email sales@mcdavid.eu.
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Tel: 0800 180 4285   Fax: 0870 622 1133    sales@koolpak.co.uk    www.koolpak.co.uk
Koolpak is a Registered Trademark

Elly the Elephant & Woopsadaisy Gel Pack
Totally reusable children’s hot & cold gel packs
•	 Quickly	relieves	pain	and	swelling	
•	 Great	for	treating	everyday	bumps	and	bruises
•	 Ideal	to	help	soothe	pain	caused	by	headaches	or	burns	
•	 Pack	can	be	used	hot	or	cold
•	 Both	packs	measure	12	x	12cm

Tumble The Tiger & Thumper  
The Football Instant Cold Packs
Instant cold packs ideal size for treating children
•	 Quickly	relieves	pain	and	swelling
•	 Great	for	treating	everyday	bumps	and	bruises
•	 Ideal	to	help	soothe	pain	caused	by	headaches	or	burns
•	 Instant	squeeze	and	shake	activation
•	 Single	use	disposable	packs
•	 Packs	measure	14	x	12cm	and	come	in	packs	of	2

Just squeeze& shake toactivate

Introducing the

of Hot + Cold Packs for Kids

NEW Range

Totally reusable

Bumpy the Bear Instant Hot Pack
Instantly activated no heating required
•	 Ideal	to	help	relieve	pain	from	muscle	sprains,		

strains,	backache	or	headaches	
•	 Provides	gentle	soothing	relief	for	cold	hands		

and	tired	limbs
•	 Single	use	disposable	packs
•	 Packs	measure	14	x	12cm		

and	come	in	packs	of	2

No heating required
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IN SEASON BASKETBALL

BASKETBALL
SPALDING
Spalding’s NBA Team-Balls come with original NBA team logos. The range consists of  teams
from the east and west conferences such as the LA Lakers, Chicago Bulls, Boston Celtics,
Miami Heat and many more. They are great collector items for fans of  the NBA. These NBA
Team-Balls are suitable for indoors or out, as they have durable rubber surfaces. The NBA
Team-Balls come in a range of  sizes (from 3-7) and RRP from £12.99-£14.99.

NBA Logoman
Play a game of  hoops at home with the NBA Logoman eco-composite basketball portable system. It
features a strong three-piece 3" pole and heavy duty steel rim, while the 106 litre base, which can be
filled with water or sand, keeps it in place. A telescoping lift system adjusts the height of  the basket
from 213cm to 305cm. It is weatherproof  and stainless steal, so can be stored outside. RRP: £199.

For more information or details of
Spalding’s other products call 01993 851600

or email sale@uhlsport.com.

www.sportindustry.biz
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balls, backboards, portables and teamwear

now available together!

Scot land:          Eric Muir        07940 598779
Northern Ireland:    Brian Hutchinson  07595 543835
North & Midlands:  Dan Hume      07960 013475
London & South East:  Bob Ludlam     07973 394004
Wales & South West:   Mike Morgan   07973 802986

For further information call 08448 849861 or see your Uhlsport sales agent:

spalding_sports_insight.indd   1 21.12.2011   13:11:50
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experience a dissatisfying visit are likely to no
longer buy from that site. Also, 46 per cent of
dissatisfied online shoppers are more likely to
develop a negative perception of  the company
and 44 per cent will tell their friends and family
about the experience. With 87 per cent of
consumers shopping in both online and retail
channels, the impact of  a bad online experience
reaches beyond the web.’

Ease of  use is a key factor in promoting
loyalty and positive sentiment. With consumers
now empowered by social media, site owners
have to work even harder to attract online
shoppers. Placing barriers in the way of  a
positive experience is commercial suicide. Overly
complex checkout systems, poor search, slow
page loading rates and a demand to register
before placing an order have all been cited as
reasons for abandoning an ecommerce site.

Testing the effectiveness of  your website’s
key pages should be done on an ongoing basis. A/B testing is a tried
and tested method of  looking at single page elements to see how
effective they are within a page’s overall design. The power of  A/B
testing is that it can quickly reveal how a change to a web page has
impacted on its overall performance. 

Visual Web Optimizer, Unbounce and Google Website Optimizer
all offer basically the same set of  tools that enable you to test any
variant of  a web page. Companies using these tools have found that
images with people attracted more visitors, while one business even
found that simply adding the words ‘It’s free’ to its call to action
increased trial sign-ups by nearly 30 per cent. 

A/B testing is highly effective when testing the mechanics of
your website - especially its checkout process. Customers are
looking for fast checkout times when they have made their decision
to buy. User testing has consistently shown that the fewer steps in

The website that supports your business is a critical
component that should be constantly updated and tested. All
too often small businesses in particular view websites as a
‘design once and forget’ exercise. With competitor sites a
click away, engaging design is key to commercial success,
but how do you know what design works and what doesn’t?

Testing a website’s design against a set of  targets was once the
province of  large corporations. But today specialist tools are
available that can be used by even the smallest of  businesses to gain
an insight into their online performance. 

CONSEQUENCES
In its latest report Forrester Research stated: ‘The consequences for
online retailers with underperforming sites are lost sales, and the
impact reaches beyond the web. 79 per cent of  online shoppers who
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TEST FOR THE
Whether you’re upgrading your
website or designing a new one,
testing its design is vital, says

Dave Howell

Fast loading times
The online shopper doesn’t have time
to waste. They are looking for e-
tailers that have the goods they need
that can be bought quickly and easily.
Ensure every page loads as quickly as
possible and is fully compatible with
all the leading browsers.

Above the fold
It’s true that you should place your
business’ main offers at the top of  the
page, but research has indicated that
consumers do scroll web pages if  they

are not too long. Try and make your
pages as short as possible to present
the most important and engaging
information first.

Design for scanning
Web pages tend to be scanned 
first and then read in more detail.
Time poor consumers will scan 
your pages for interesting 
information, so make this easy to 
find. Graphics and subheadings 
should be tested to see if  they 
catch your visitors’ eyes.

Language and design
Your customer base will determine
whether you need to test your
website in other languages. Don’t
forget that Arabic languages read
from right to left, which will impact
on your design and user testing.

White space
Cramming your pages with text and
images will hinder the overall
comprehension of  your website.
Using white space, especially in
conjunction with blocks of  text, willTO

P 
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the checkout process equates to fewer abandoned orders.
A/B testing is also useful when assessing marketing

campaigns. Many companies test several landing pages from
marketing emails they send to see what works best. In most
cases, single sign-up requests with just an email address and
incentive has shown to give companies high conversion rates.

EYE TRACKING
Other devices you can use to test the effectiveness of  web pages
include heat maps and polling tools. It’s been known for some
time that people view web pages in a specific way. User testing
by Jakob Nielsen, a pioneer in this field, talks about the ‘F shape’
when the eye is tracked as it moves across a web page. Most
English speakers will look to their left and then scan down a
page before looking to the right in an F shape - behaviour that’s
been supported by other eye tracking studies.

The upshot of  the eye tracking research is to bear this in mind
when locating your  most attractive content. It’s no coincidence
that special offers and new product releases are showcased at the
top left of  a company’s web pages. 

Coupled with multivariat testing, eye tracking and click
tracking can reveal how your visitors are using the pages on your
website. If  you’re interested in this, take a look at the services
offered by Clickdensity, Crazy Egg and ClickTale.

What has become clear as ecommerce has developed is that
understanding the behaviour of  consumers as they use a website
is vital information to have available. Even small changes to a
page’s design can have a huge commercial impact. With low cost
tools now available, even the smallest enterprise can use testing to
gain an insight into how its web pages can be improved. At a time
when attracting and keeping customers is more important then
ever, testing should be a core part of  your online strategy.
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make text more readable and
attractive. The eye finds text with
generous margins easier to read.

Pay attention to the details
The power of  A/B testing is that your
company can test various design
elements on a page to see what works
best. Details are important to get
right. Using button graphics or text,
how images load, and including
useful information on checkout and
error pages should all be tested.

Three click rule
In the early days of  ecommerce the
three click rule may have applied, but
no longer. Online shoppers are now
sophisticated and technically savvy. If
you can gain and hold their attention
on your pages, your visitor will
continue clicking around your site
and perhaps make a purchase.

Good navigation
One of the key areas that all ecommerce
sites should continually test is their

search function. Consumers will almost
certainly use search if they are looking
for something specific. Regularly test your
search to ensure it is fast and accurate.

Landing page design
Your homepage should be tested for its
usability, but don’t forget that the vast
majority of your visitors are likely to enter
your site on a different page, depending
on the Google search they performed.
Test all of your pages to ensure they
support your customers’ expectations.

TOP TIPS
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For further details contact 
08448 849861 or visit 
www.uhlsport.com
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SAFEGUARDS
While the majority of  consumer cybercrime comes in the form of
scams and bank details being stolen from the less prudent, it
nevertheless is a growing issue and one that an online retailer has to
have appropriate safeguards in place to guard against.

The most common type of  fraud that an online retailer will
experience involves credit cards. This being where stolen credit card
details are used to purchase goods that are sent to an alternative to
the billing address and sold on the black market. This is also the

As the growth in online sales marches ever onward, so too do
all of  the things associated with it. Many of  them are great
benefits, such as hassle free Christmas shopping and fewer
car journeys, but some of  them are an unpleasant reality.

Probably the worst of  the unpleasant side effects is the rise of
online fraud. The government estimates that cybercrime costs UK
consumers £3.1 billion annually and a recent survey showed that 57
per cent of  online merchants expected to lose almost two per cent of
their income to fraud.
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Mike Thornhill, CEO of  ActivInstinct, explains how to avoid
being impacted by the silent hand of  online crime
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fastest growing type of  fraud for online retailers, due
in part to the speed with which stolen credit card
information can be passed around.

People who commit this kind of  fraud will
generally be trying to obtain high value items that can
be sold on quickly, and so will tend to target
electronics and clothing and footwear retailers.
Fortunately this can make them relatively easy to spot
if  you regularly review orders of  this nature.

Since sports shoes and replica football kits are
highly desirable but not as expensive as an iPad, these
types of  fraudulent purchases can be more difficult to
spot, unless someone is ordering large quantities. As a
result, it is not uncommon to hear online retailers
asking how they can prevent online fraud.  

This seems like the right thing to ask, but it is
impossible to stop fraud - not least because a lot of
online fraud originates outside the UK and therefore
outside of  the jurisdiction of  the police - so you will
never be successful on that basis. However, you can
prevent yourself  being the victim of  fraud and losing
money as a result. There are several approaches to
take, from the most simple rules to having a secure
third party look at your transactions.

REVIEW
At the most basic level, you can set up rules internally
that prevent certain kinds of  orders from being
dispatched until they are reviewed manually. For
instance, you could set up a rule that prevents any
orders that are over £150 and where the delivery
address does not match the billing address. Having
these orders separated means you can call up the
customer and check details with them before sending
the goods out, which will usually be seen in a very
good light.

This can be effective and is very much worth
putting in place. However, these days you also need to
look out for small transactions too. This is because
one of  the current trends is for stolen details to be
used to purchase a cheap item on a website (eg, less
than £5) to see if  the transaction will be authorised,
and, if  it is, the card is then used on gambling sites.

These transactions can be very difficult to spot,
particularly if  it means increasing the manual
checking to a bigger proportion of  your orders, and
so a better way to monitor your risk is
to use a specialist fraud checking
company to look at your transactions.

There are many of  these out
there, with some backed by the big

credit card brands, and they will typically be able to
integrate with your existing payment gateway to
monitor your transactions and review them,
providing a risk score that you can then use to base
a decision of  whether to fulfil an order on.

They will usually be able to help configure rules
that are appropriate to your business and charge a
fee per transaction and/or a fee for further
information or advice. It is worth checking with
your payment gateway as to who it can work with
and having an initial chat with the providers about
their service and costs before doing a wider search
of  the market.

People often have the impression that their

E-TAILING

payment gateway does this as standard, but usually the only
checking comes when it communicates with the bank to authorise a
transaction and is provided with either an ‘okay’ or a ‘not authorised’
response. This is very basic and will not work if  a person’s details
have been compromised and the bank is not aware of  it.

CHECK
Having a more in-depth check is vital in today’s connected world, so
I would urge you to look into this if  you haven’t already. Some things
to bear in mind when assessing a vendor are:

● Where is the majority of  its data collected? US data is less
relevant if  your trade is in the UK.

● What checks does it do? Does it know if  certain addresses,
surnames, emails, etc are an issue?

● What is its cost structure? Aside from a fee per transaction, what
other costs are there?

● Is it linked to one of  the international ‘live’ databases that
merchants feed data into directly on transactions to make sure
the pool of  information is as up to date as possible?

 Online fraud may be a growing concern, but it is not something to
be frightened of  due to the technology that exists to spot it,
protecting both the retailer and the consumer. At the end of  the day,
taking the right steps to prevent losses from fraud is essential, not
just for the bottom line but for e-retail as a whole, as the better we
get at it the more people will be confident about shopping online.

“
”

THE GOVERNMENTESTIMATES THATCYBERCRIME COSTSUK CONSUMERS £3.1BILLION ANNUALLY
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Even as a child I sensed an oppressive
gloom settling on the shop at a certain
time of  year. It coincided with my dad
piling up dog-eared petrol receipts on
the office desk and shuffling through a
lot of  brown envelopes.

The years may have passed, but now I’m
doing exactly what my dad used to do as the
end of  the tax year comes round again.

DEPRESSED
My wife says that I look even more depressed
when doing the accounts than he did - and
with good reason, I might say. After all, I was
actually done over by Revenue & Customs last
year and - like getting married and riding a
horse - it’s not an experience I want to repeat.

Of  course, investigation of  tax returns is
the stuff  of  business folklore. Friends queued
up to recount such stories as Revenue
heavies putting a sweetshop owner into an
armlock until he confessed to eating a packet
of  jelly babies without deducting VAT.

There were tales of  brave souls who had
paid Inland Revenue fines in old halfpennies,
delivered to the tax office in lorries, and of
broken marriages and suicide bids after hours
of  relentless interrogation by men who drove
a Ford Ka and lived in Harlow New Town.

“Don't wear your new watch,” advised my
friend Harbottle, who once ran off  with a tax
inspector’s wife and was stung for a whopping
tax bill the following month. His main
grievance was that he didn’t get a rebate
when the wife returned to her husband.

By now I had completely forgotten that I
hadn’t actually done anything wrong. But
then you don’t need to. A computer in a shed
in Norfolk picks out your name and the
Revenue’s hard-eyed special compliance
boys oil their thumbscrews and stack your
files into their Ford Ka

Nor was my accountant particularly
reassuring. “Statistically it's long overdue,” he
said, hardly able to hide his excitement.

“You’ve been lucky.” Oh yes? 

TAIL-ENDER

“The last time I had a client
investigated it took five years and
cost him £50,000. I did advise
you to take out insurance, if
you remember. There were
some very good deals
around at the time.”
Thanks, mate.

As it happened, the
chap who came to see
me was not remotely
hard-eyed. He was
small and middle aged
with a paunch and an
unhealthy complexion
who explained that
there was nothing
personal in the visit. It
seemed that self-employed
retailers were their most tiresome customers.
Over 40 per cent had mistakes in their returns,
and 35 per cent were late.

“If  you were a dentist or a taxidermist, for
instance, we probably wouldn’t be here now,”
he said. “The problem is that the computer
works on the random probability theory.”

I said it was a bit late to make such a
drastic career change that afternoon, but I’d
try to do it by next year, and offered him a
cup of  tea and a biscuit. When he left an
hour later, after eating most of  the biscuits, it
was with a cheque for £1.30, half  the price of
a box of  pencils that I admitted to also using
for pleasure to do the Daily Mail crossword.

The rest of  the accounts, he had to admit,
were fine. Actually they were excruciatingly
deadly dull. That was always my dad’s secret
of  getting a tax return accepted, and thank
goodness he passed it on.

MERCY
So present your expenses, down to the last
50p car parking ticket and packet of  elastic
bands, in such meticulous detail that the tax
inspector will be bleeding from the eyes and
ears by the time he’s finished with the file.

Have no pity when it comes to
documenting the depreciation on the stapling
machine and wear and tear on the stockroom
lino. Don’t forget the 40p for the sponge you
use to moisten stamps. Keep it up and you
should have them begging for mercy.

But don’t overdo it. Take warning from
the experience of  a friend, an importer of
cricket bats, skateboards and trainers made
from recycled motorbike tyres. My pal was
called at short notice into the local tax
inspector’s office on a wet Wednesday and
asked: “Have you ever considered applying to
the Charity Commission for a flag day?”

When he cautiously said that he hadn’t, the
inspector replied: “It’s worth thinking about.
You obviously run a non-profit making charity.”
Having had his bit of  fun, he then seized the
books and found £10,000 of  non-declared
income in a building society in the name of  my
friend’s auntie Florence (deceased).

I suspect my accountant, sensing a nice
little earner, was sorry to hear I’d escaped the
Revenue’s clutches and is expecting better
luck next time, but I reckon I should be okay.

To be honest, dentistry is a bit outside
my comfort zone, but I’ve found a very
reasonable online course on taxidermy.

UNDER THE
COUNTER
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